
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

For some extraordinary reason the child imagined that he-well, if it
___________ pathetic, it ___________ funny.
1.

(not/be) (be)were not would be

If you _______ as much about him as I do you _________ so too.2.
(know) (say)

knew 'd say

If I _________ to enter by the house, my own servants ________________
me to the gallows.
3.

(seek) (consign)
sought would consign

I _______________ any attention to it, if I _______ you.4. (not/pay) (be)wouldn't pay were

If I ______ a sister, I __________ her to look just like you.5. (have) (like)had 'd like

Why, if we _________ it right, it ____________ you up.6. (work) (set)worked would set

She _________________ what answer he made, or if he _______ any
answer.
7.

(not/tell) (make)
could not tell made

Heavens and earth, if that girl once ________, there was a force that no
opposition _______________!
8.

(love) (subdue)
loved

could subdue

I am afraid, if you ______ the room, you __________________ it much of
a place.
9.

(see) (not/think)
saw would not think

She ________________ to if she _______ how terrible it looked.10.
(not/want) (know)

wouldn't want knew

If she _________ herself, he _______________.11. (kill) (suffer)killed would suffer

If she ______ to Paris before he saw her she _____________ like this
again.
12.

(get) (feel)
got would feel

If they ______, they _____________________ a life of deceit.13.
(do) (not/maintain)

did would not maintain

I am now inured to humiliation; and it ___________ strange if I
__________ you this, after having granted you so much.
14.

(be) (refuse)
would be

refused
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If they _______, what do you think it _____________?15. (come) (mean)came would mean

If she ________ them this time, he ________________ for.16.
(find) (passive/do)

found would be done

If it _______ possible that you _________________ the war for twenty
years you must still come to this point at last, or worse, and the sooner you
think of it the better it will be for you.

17.

(be) (carry on)

were could carry on

I ________________ very much, if you ______________.18.
(not/care) (not/mind)

wouldn't care didn't mind

He soon promised that if I _______ loose he ____________ me go away.19.
(leave) (let)

left would let

Even scientists swallow tales of prehistoric bones on testimony they
_______________ if it ___________ the title to a piece of real estate.
20.

(reject) (involve)
would reject involved
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